PRESS RELEASE
MorphoTrust USA rolls out new Utah Driver’s License aimed at
reducing fraud and identity theft
Billerica, Mass. – July 11, 2016
MorphoTrust USA announced today that the Utah Driver License Division (DLD)
has rolled out its new secure driver’s license to Utah residents
Starting today, residents of Utah will be receiving the brand new, highly secure driver’s
license when they renew or apply for a new driver’s license or ID card. This change stems
from a new five-year contract between the Utah DLD and MorphoTrust USA to revamp
Utah’s driver’s license and identification (ID) cards with an updated look-and-feel, including
new enhanced security features. The licenses and IDs feature encoded elements such as
security backgrounds and barcodes that will reduce driver license fraud and identity theft.
“The safety and security of Utah citizens is of utmost importance to us,” said Driver License
Division Director Christopher Caras. “This new card, which our long-standing partner
MorphoTrust has developed and is manufacturing, includes sophisticated features that will
allow us to reduce driver’s license fraud and identity theft.”
“MorphoTrust is delighted to continue to grow our nearly 50-year partnership with the Utah
Driver License Division,” stated Bob Eckel, President and CEO of MorphoTrust USA. “Our
mission is to secure, protect and simplify the lives of the American people and we are
privileged to be able to work with the great state of Utah to provide them the enhanced
personalized security features and new ‘look and feel’ for their driver’s license they
required.”

Safran is a leading international high-technology group with three core businesses: Aerospace
(propulsion and equipment), Defense and Security. Operating worldwide, the Group has 70,000
employees and generated sales of 17.4 billion euros in 2015. Safran is listed on Euronext Paris and
is part of the CAC40 index, as well as the Euro Stoxx 50 European index.
MorphoTrust USA (Safran) is The Identity Company, delivering solutions and services to commercial
businesses and government agencies that enable trusted transactions – in person or online –
wherever identity matters. From individual enrollment, to document authentication, and biometric/data
matching against trusted sources, MorphoTrust offerings verify that individuals are who they claim to
be before issuing permissions and/or secure credentials. The company’s solutions produce the
majority of U.S. driver’s licenses and IDs – the most trusted identity document in the U.S. Other
programs include U.S. passports and passport cards, as well as border management, public safety,
banking and travel. IdentoGO® Centers by MorphoTrust provide over 1100 convenient locations for
fingerprinting and other identity-related services to over 4.5 million customers annually.

For more information: www.morphotrust.com / Follow @MorphoTrust on Twitter
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